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The yellow dog of Lao Pan. After Lao Pan, a poor 68-year-old Shandong villager who lived alone, died in
November 2011, his home was cleared, and his unnamed yellow Spitz-type dog disappeared.Villagers later
noticed the dog had found Lao Pan's grave and tried to bring it back to the village, but the dog refused to
leave.
List of individual dogs - Wikipedia
Snow Dogs is a 2002 American adventure comedy film directed by Brian Levant and starring Cuba Gooding
Jr. and James Coburn (in one of his final roles). The film was released in the United States on January 18,
2002 by Walt Disney Pictures.The film is inspired by the book Winterdance: The Fine Madness of Running
the Iditarod by Gary Paulsen
Snow Dogs - Wikipedia
As a dog lover, the story of Hachiko really moved me. It is good to see that even today Hachikoâ€™s statue
remains a symbol of this dogâ€™s extreme loyalty and a reminder of the lengths one can go to stay devoted
to a friend.
The Amazing And True Story Of Hachiko The Dog
The Labrador Retriever, or just Labrador, is a type of retriever-gun dog. The Labrador is one of the most
popular breeds of dog in Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States.
Labrador Retriever - Wikipedia
Zelda Fitzgerald was a writer, dancer, and Jazz Age celebrity who struggled on and off with mental illness.
Her husband, famed writer F. Scott Fitzgerald, called her the first American flapper ...
10 Roaring Facts About Zelda Fitzgerald | Mental Floss
Complementary therapies. Because lipomas are so common in overweight dogs, one obvious treatment is
weight loss. In some cases, diet and exercise have reduced the size of existing lipomas and may have
helped prevent new ones from developing.
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